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EIC jet physics

2

•Versatile jet reconstruction algorithms & frame dependence
•Rich jet substructure
•Clean EIC environment
•Relevant for e.g. TMDs, GPDs & hadronization

•New observables
• Information content (AI/ML)
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Nature of jets at the EIC
Transverse 
momentumParticle #

Jet energy

Arratia

Arratia, Jacak, FR, Song `19

Hard scale     
and/or
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Jet algorithm design for the EIC
• Spherically invariant jets           in the Breit frame

Clean separation 
of current & target 
region

Arratia, Makris, Neill, FR, Sato `18
see also recent work by Yang-Ting Chien et al.

<latexit sha1_base64="ZWz1ikDTchufHAOULd/IYsn68Ww=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16WSxCBSmJFPVYFMFjBfsBbQmb7aZdu9mE3YlSYn+KFw+KePWXePPfuG1z0OqDgcd7M8zM82PBNTjOl5VbWl5ZXcuvFzY2t7Z37OJuU0eJoqxBIxGptk80E1yyBnAQrB0rRkJfsJY/upz6rXumNI/kLYxj1gvJQPKAUwJG8uxi+crjx10YMiBeyu8mR55dcirODPgvcTNSQhnqnv3Z7Uc0CZkEKojWHdeJoZcSBZwKNil0E81iQkdkwDqGShIy3Utnp0/woVH6OIiUKQl4pv6cSEmo9Tj0TWdIYKgXvan4n9dJIDjvpVzGCTBJ54uCRGCI8DQH3OeKURBjQwhV3NyK6ZAoQsGkVTAhuIsv/yXNk4p7WqneVEu1iyyOPNpHB6iMXHSGauga1VEDUfSAntALerUerWfrzXqft+asbGYP/YL18Q166ZOE</latexit>
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DIS event shapes

Knobbe, Reichelt, Schumann `23

• 1-jettiness/thrust using 3 different axes
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⌧ ct

• With soft drop grooming 

EIC

HERA

Chu, Wang, Ee, Chen, Kang `22

Makris `21
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Charged particle vs. full jets
• Measure all or only a subset of particles in the jet 

• Requires nonperturbative track function

• Especially suitable for use in energy-energy correlators

Chang, Procura, Thaler, Waalewijn `13

<latexit sha1_base64="CjlHo3N0gfeJWGIj4N6Nw3gi2qI=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREinosevFYoV/YhrLZbtqlm03c3Ygl9F948aCIV/+NN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5XsSZ0rb9beVWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BS4WxJLRJQh7KjocV5UzQpmaa004kKQ48Ttve+Cb1249UKhaKhp5E1A3wUDCfEayNdN/oJw9nw2n56bRfLNkVewa0TJyMlCBDvV/86g1CEgdUaMKxUl3HjrSbYKkZ4XRa6MWKRpiM8ZB2DRU4oMpNZhdP0YlRBsgPpSmh0Uz9PZHgQKlJ4JnOAOuRWvRS8T+vG2v/yk2YiGJNBZkv8mOOdIjS99GASUo0nxiCiWTmVkRGWGKiTUgFE4Kz+PIyaZ1XnItK9a5aql1nceThCI6hDA5cQg1uoQ5NICDgGV7hzVLWi/Vufcxbc1Y2cwh/YH3+ANJzkF8=</latexit>

Tq,g(x)

• Momentum fraction carried by charged particles xtrk

Dixon, Lee, Mecaj, Moult, Zhu et al.
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Track functions at the EIC
• Probe of multi-parton and non-linear 
QCD dynamics

• Novel nonperturbative quantity related to 
multi-hadron fragmentation functions

• EIC can constrain flavor dependence

Small QCD scale uncertainty

Lee, Moult, FR, Waalewijn - in preparationChen, Jaarsma, Li, Moult, Waalewijn, Zhu `22
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•  Various jet classifiers have been developed

•Typically ML significantly outperformed 
traditional observables

•Full event-by-event information vs. 
low-dimensional observables

u d s c g
q

Fig. Komiske, Metodiev, Schwartz

Jet physics & Machine learning
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Jet physics & Machine learning

9

•  Various jet classifiers have been developed

•Example: Quark vs. gluon jet classification

•Quantify using a ROC curve
u d s c g

Gallicchio, Schwartz
Komiske, Metodiev, Thaler `19

be
tte

r
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Traditional observable

AI/ML
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Events & machine learning

10

•ML architecture: Particle Flow Networks

see Komiske, Metodiev, Thaler JHEP 01 (2019) 121
Permutation invariant Deep Sets

Classifier

•PYTHIA6 
No detector simulation
Partile

•Binary classification:  vs. ,  vs. , …u d ud s

5

FIG. 1. Illustration of the jet production processes considered in this work. Left: High-Q2 electron-proton scattering. At leading
order, the final state consists of the scattered electron and a single jet originating from di�erent quark flavors. Right: Low-Q2

photoproduction, where we include both the direct and the resolved contribution. At leading order, the final state consists of
the scattered electron in the forward direction close to the beam axis and a di-jet pair, which can be initiated by both quarks
and gluons. In both cases, the transverse momentum of the jets is measured relative to the beam axis in the laboratory frame.

say fi
+, we expect

⁄ 1

0
dz

1
H

‹(3)
1,fi+/u(z) + H

‹(3)
1,fi+/d(z)

2
¥ 0 . (7)

As the flavor of the jet corresponds to the flavor of the frag-
menting parton, up to higher order corrections in QCD,
this cancellation is relevant when we consider for example
the distribution of identified hadrons inside jets [66–70].
In particular, one can study azimuthal asymmetries that
involve the correlation of the transversity PDF and the
Collins fragmentation function of the hadron inside the
jet [71, 72]. Therefore, in order to avoid the cancellation
in Eq. (7), we propose that a machine learned classifier
can be used to tag the flavor of the observed jet. More-
over, recently Refs. [73, 74] proposed to measure spin
asymmetries similar to the Collins asymmetry directly
using jets instead of identified hadrons. Analogous sum
rules as in Eq. (6) apply that are expected to lead to
small spin asymmetries. In order to address this problem,
Refs. [73, 74] proposed the use of the jet charge as an
additional measurement, which avoids large cancellations
between di�erent quark flavors. Here we also propose that
the use of machine learning-based classification of the jet
flavor can enhance the size of the asymmetry compared
to more traditional observables.

We expect that various other measurements and science
goals of the EIC and RHIC will greatly benefit from
machine learned classifiers that can identify the jet flavor
or the hard-scattering event. While some of them will be
discussed in this work, we leave more detailed quantitative
studies of the following topics for future work:

• Quark flavor and quark vs. gluon jet identification
can help to improve the sensitivity to the longitudi-
nally polarized gluon distribution �g. In particular,
it may be possible to distinguish the positive and
negative solutions for �g that were found in recent
global analyses [75]. See also Refs. [76–80] for recent
discussions and experimental results.

• Quark vs. gluon jet classification may help to im-
prove measurements of the gluon Sivers function at
RHIC and the future EIC [64, 81].

• The techniques discussed here may also improve
searches of physics beyond the Standard Model at
the EIC [82–84]. For example, in Ref. [85] jet charge-
weighted TSSAs were proposed in this context.

• Exclusive / di�ractive processes involving jets can
provide constraints on GPDs and Wigner func-
tions [86–88]. We expect that machine learning
based classifiers may help to better pin down these
higher-dimensional parton distribution functions
along with knowledge about the exact kinematics
of the di-jet events [89, 90].

B. Maximizing the size of spin asymmetries

In the previous Section, we discussed several areas
where machine learning-based jet and event flavor tagging
can play an important role to support the EIC and RHIC
science programs. We implicitly adopted a “UV definition”
of the jet flavor. In this case, the flavor of a jet is defined
as the hard parton that initiates the jet and it can directly
be used in Monte Carlo event generators. The machine
learning algorithm is then trained to recover the assigned
flavor label from the IR physics, i.e. the hadrons that
make up the jet [91]. There are theoretical ambiguities
associated with this approach [16] and since the UV label
of the jet flavor is not accessible experimentally, machine
learning algorithms have to be trained on simulated data.
This definition has been widely used for machine learn-
ing studies of jet classification at the LHC and various
approaches have been developed to minimize the biases
of this approach. For example, data-driven methods [92]
and weakly supervised learning [93] have been introduced,
which are tailored toward the physics goals at the LHC.

In the spin physics context, we propose an alternative
approach to directly train the machine learning algorithms

u, d, s, c . . .

pT,jet > 10 GeV

<latexit sha1_base64="Z54EVVbmeZgdttwrYcEBgyvWWuk=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmaBEqlJJIUZdFXeiuQl/QhDCZTtqhM0mYmQglZO/GX3HjQhG3/oA7/8Zpm4W2Hrjcwzn3MnOPHzMqlWV9Gyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t6+eXDYkVEiMGnjiEWi5yNJGA1JW1HFSC8WBHGfka4/vp763QciJI3ClprExOVoGNKAYqS05JmlSuylLZpVHaKQR6tOPKK6pY7gsHl3k3n01DPLVs2aAS4TOydlkKPpmV/OIMIJJ6HCDEnZt61YuSkSimJGsqKTSBIjPEZD0tc0RJxIN53dksETrQxgEAldoYIz9fdGiriUE+7rSY7USC56U/E/r5+o4NJNaRgnioR4/lCQMKgiOA0GDqggWLGJJggLqv8K8QgJhJWOr6hDsBdPXiads5p9Xqvf18uNqzyOAjgGJVABNrgADXALmqANMHgEz+AVvBlPxovxbnzMR1eMfOcI/IHx+QOOBJoc</latexit>

(pTi, ⌘i,�i,PIDi)

•Relatively low particle multiplicities 
at the EIC

<latexit sha1_base64="SQqGTwSzqfiT9Y5UkJr7+2fCz3A=">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</latexit>

f(p1, . . . , pM ) = F

✓ MX

i=1

�(pi)

◆

Lee, Mulligan, Ploskon, FR, Yuan `22

Neural 
networks
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Example: strange jet identification

11

better Significant gain with machine learning!

Quantifies total information content
Motivates further theory efforts
Soft particles, tracking & PID important
Can use event information, not limited to jet
Impact on EIC detector?

https://zenodo.org/record/7538810#.Y8RcaS-B2gQ  

11

FIG. 7. ROC curve (left) and PR curve (right) for ud vs s jet flavor tagging using the jet charge and PFNs for jets with p
jet
T > 10

GeV and pT,particle > 0.1 GeV. We consider several variations of the input to the PFN, providing either PID information for all
particles, charge information for all particles, or neither. All curves are constructed from particles with a decay length c· > 1
cm (in which the weakly-decaying strange hadrons K

0
S , �0

, �0
, �≠

, �±
, �≠ and their associated antiparticles are undecayed),

except the curve labeled c· > 10 cm, which is constructed from particles with a decay length c· > 10 cm (in which the above
weakly-decaying strange hadrons are decayed). The dashed black lines correspond to a random classifier.

B. Out-of-jet information

The motivation of machine learned-jet classification
at the EIC and RHIC is quite di�erent compared to
the LHC. For example, at the LHC di-jet reference pro-
cesses can be used as calibration and the resulting classi-
fier can be applied to identify jets in multi-jet events to
search for physics beyond the Standard Model. Instead,
at RHIC and the EIC the focus will be on improving for
example measurements of spin asymmetries as discussed
above or to improve constraints on cold nuclear matter
e�ects. Therefore, at RHIC and the EIC, the classifier
does not need to be limited to the particles inside the
identified jet. We note that event-wide information was
also used in classification studies at the LHC, see for ex-
ample Refs. [126, 127]. In this Section, we investigate how
the performance can be improved by not only making use
of the particles inside the jet but also out-of-jet particles
to classify the jet flavor, as shown in Figure 3. While we
have used a relatively large jet radius R = 1.0 in these
studies, this choice is somewhat arbitrary and neglects
the role of large-angle radiation and correlations across
the entire event. We therefore compare the performance
of a PFN supplied with only in-jet particles to that of a
PFN supplied with both in-jet and out-of-jet particles.

Figure 6 shows the results of this comparison. We
show the comparison for two di�erent minimum pT,particle
thresholds, 0.1 GeV and 0.4 GeV. We find that the di�er-
ence between the in-jet classifier and the in-jet + out-of-
jet classifier is significant for the case pT,particle > 0.1
GeV, whereas the di�erence is almost negligible for
pT,particle > 0.4 GeV. This suggests that the soft out-
of-jet particles play a significant role in boosting the
classification performance – despite that the soft in-jet

particles had little impact (see Figure 5). This motivates
further study of the origin and role of out-of-jet radiation,
since our results suggest it can provide a significant boost
in jet (or event) flavor tagging performance. In Section V
we will revisit the role of out-of-jet particles in order to
classify the underlying hard process of the event.

C. Strange and charm

We now turn to the identification of strange- and charm-
quark initiated jets. Since strange- and charm-initiated
jets are considerably more rare than up- or down-initiated
jets (for our kinematics, the relative u :d :s :c ratios are
approximately 33:5 :1 :2), we quantify the classification
performance using both the ROC curve and the precision-
recall curve. In fact, strange jets are even more rare than
charm jets, since despite that the proton PDF contains a
larger quantity of strange than charm, the overall cross
section for charm is larger due to its larger electric charge.

Strange and charm jets also di�er from up and down
jets in that strange and charm hadrons have limited decay
lifetimes. In the case of strange quarks, there are a
variety of weakly decaying strange hadrons with lifetimes
1 cm < c· < 10 cm (namely K

0
S , �0

, �0
, �≠

, �±
, �≠

and their associated antiparticles) which therefore decay
on a length scale comparable to the size of the innermost
tracking layers of collider experiments [128]. We therefore
will contrast the classification performance depending
on whether the PFN is provided the undecayed strange
hadrons or only the decay products of these hadrons. In
the case of charm quarks, on the other hand, all charm
hadrons decay with lifetimes much shorter than c· = 1
cm, and cannot be directly detected by experiments but
rather must be reconstructed using the invariant mass of

Data & code available

better

Lee, Mulligan, Ploskon, FR, Yuan `22

https://zenodo.org/record/7538810#.Y8RcaS-B2gQ
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EIC jet physics with machine learning

12

• For example, the Sivers asymmetries can be 
small due to large flavor cancellations

Burkardt sum rule `04

Fatemi EINN `19, Liu DNP `19
see also Kang et al., Yuan et al.

Can we obtain better constraints with ML-based jet classification?
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Hadron structure & spin physics

13

•How can we apply these techniques to hadron structure & spin physics?

•Reformulate regression task as 
classification problem

e.g.

1.   Supervised machine learning

2.   Train on data

Upper limit on what can possibly be achieved

Identify new observables

Lee, Mulligan, Ploskon, FR, Yuan `22
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Jet classification & IRC safety

14

•Can we make use of all this 
additional information?

•Several jet classification tasks are 
IRC safe          we can find tractable 
observables in pQCD

•Recluster particles into IRC-safe 
subjets before training ML algorithms

Athanasakos, Larkoski, Mulligan, Ploskon, FR `23
Metodiev, Larkoski `19

Matches IRC-unsafe ML algorithm
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Summary
• Jets will be versatile tools at the EIC

• Take advantage of the EIC’s clean environment

• New nonperturbative quantities like track functions

• AI/ML can complement hadron structure & spin physics program

• …and can further inform detector design?


